The frequency dependence of the second hyperpolarizability (y) of CO z has been measured in the visible (488 <A. < 693 nm) by means of gas phase electric-field-induced second-harmonic generation (ESHG). Comparison of these results with the results for several other third-order nonlinear optical processes suggests that there are significant vibrational contributions to Yeo,'
INTRODUCTION
The third-order nonlinear susceptibility X<3) mediates a wide range of nonlinear optical processes, with applications ranging from femtosecond optical pulse generation and manipulation, to combustion diagnostics through coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). 1-5 The diverse manifestations of the macroscopic susceptibility X<3) and its underlying microscopic molecular second hyperpolarizability tensor Y, is to be contrasted with the single theoretical expression which describes Y in all cases.6-8 The essential unity of the fundamental theoretical description is obscured because the Y for each nonlinear optical process has a characteristically different balance of contributions from the electronic, vibrational, and rotational degrees of freedom of each molecule.9-1Z However, since the particular r tensors mediating the various processes (e.g., dc Kerr effect, electric-field-induced second-harmonic generation (ESHG), third-harmonic generation (THG), and four wave mixing (FWM» are merely instances of a general Y tensor, differing only in their frequency arguments, it should be possible to disentangle the contributions of the various molecular mechanisms by studying the frequency dependence of y. Below are presented experimental measurements of the dispersion of r for CO z made using ESHG, and a comparison of these results with the measurements from several other nonlinear optics experiments with the same molecule.
EXPERIMENT
The experimental technique has been described in detail elsewhere. 10.1 1.13-16 A cw laser beam from an argon-ion laser pumped dye laser, or from the argon-ion laser directly, is weakly focused through a sample cell containing the gas in which second-harmonic generation takes place. This is made possible by a symmetry breaking dc electric field. Byarranging the electrodes so that the field alternates in direction every coherence length (adjusted by varying the gas density) periodic phase matching results, enhancing the secondharmonic signal generated. The electrode spacing is 2.69 mm, resulting in optimal pressures in the range of 1. 2-6.5 atm (at 19-22 ·C) in the experiments reported here. A double prism spectrometer and glass filters serve to separate the second harmonic from the fundamental beam, and a photomultiplier tube is used to count signal photons. The dye laser wavelengths were set to match those of Na or Ne atomic emission lines using spectral lamps and a Jarrell-Ash 1 m spectrometer.
The ratio ofhyperpolarizabilities for a sample gas Band a reference gas A is obtained from the relation 10 . 13
PAn~ where S (2w) is the peak signal, P is the number density, and n' = (n~n~n2"') 1/6 with nO) the refractive index ofthe gas at phase match. In the present case B = CO 2 and A = N z • Since the optical and static field polarizations are parallel, the experiment measures the ZZZZ component of the orientationally averaged tensor r aPr!; .II.IS The laser power at the sample was 0.2-1.0 W, and the signals S (2.,) were in the range 50-800 cps against a background of 0.4 cps. Sample densities were computed from the measured pressures and temperatures using the virial equation of state. 17 Refractive indices were calculated from tables 4 .
18 using the measured densities. High purity gases were used (C0 2 , 99.99%; N z , 99.999%). Measurements were made in triplets (ABA) or coupled triplets (ABABA ... ) in order to cancel drifts. The estimated total experimental uncertainty of a hyperpolarizability ratio measurement is obtained by convolving the statistical uncertainty for an average of five triplets of runs with the uncertainty of the density determinations due to the limited accuracy of the pressure gauge. The accuracy of the ratio is about ± 0.3%.
In the course of the hyperpolarizability ratio measurements one also obtains the ratio of linear polarizability dispersion Aaeo/AaN" where Aa(w) = a(2w) -a(w), since Aa is just proportional to p -I, the inverse phase match density. 13.19 The accuracy of the polarizability dispersion ratio has been given as ± 0.20%, a conservative estimate based on the absolute pressure gauge accuracy of ± 0.15%.
If the gauge is linear, the dispersion ratio accuracy will instead be set by the ± 0.04% density ratio reproducibility.
The correct value for the error bar is probably intermediate between these two bounds.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ratios YCO/YN, measured at five wavelengths in this ESHG experiment are given in 
where v is given in cm-1 and 1 a.u. = 6.2360x 10-
65
~ m 4 J-3 • An uncertainty of ± 0.4% due to the rN,IrHe calibration has been assumed in assigning the error bars for r co,' The ab initio result for rHe is thought to be accurate to 1 %. No allowance has been made for the uncertainty of rHe in arriving at the experimental results for r co, given in Table   I . Also given in Table I the electronic resonance frequencies of the molecule) will obey the relation 12
where the effective laser frequency W L is defined by (5) If it is the case that the electronic contributions to r co, are dominant, Eqs. (4) and (5) Table II, and this data has been plotted vs vi in Fig. 2 . As may be seen from Fig. 2 , the experimental results for ESHG and THG agree well with the prediction of Eqs. (4) and (5) Fig. 2 follows the predicted order. There is also similar evidence for a vibrational contribution to r SF.' 10 where for that molecule the dc Kerr result is nearly twice as large as predicted from the ESHG measurements. The outstanding feature in the above comparison for CO 2 is that the dc Kerr result is so much larger than the ESH G result. In order to better understand the origin of this difference, we have calculated rkerr for CO 2 following the outline given by Elliott and Ward. 9 The starting point is the expression 6 ( 6) 'where Im),ln) are vibrationally excited states of the ground electronic manifold, and where a~ is the Raman transition polarizability defined by
To obtain Eq. (7b) we have also made the assumption that a;~ is diagonal for all transitions g~n of significant strength, which is valid for a centrosymmetric linear molecule such as CO 2 , Equation (7a) with a =fJ is essentially the same as Eq. (17) The dc Kerr effect birefringence measured in the lab is related to the isotropically averaged molecular hyperpolarizability tensor through the definition (9) where ( ) denotes the isotropic average and the upper case spatial indices refer to the lab frame. From Eq. (7), the only non vanishing components of y contributing to (y) are r"aP{3a' Evaluating Eq. (9) and making use of the axial symmetry of CO 2 one gets rkerr = H (~xxx -r"zxxz) + (r"zzzz -~zzx )] , (1 0) where the lower case indices denote components in the molecule fixed frame and z is the molecular symmetry axis. Substituting Eq. (7) Note that the third group of terms in Eq. (11) is canceled by the m = n subset of the second group of terms. This follows because aa/ aQ = 0 and a mm = a gg , for the bending and asymmetric stretching vibrational modes for which /-Lgm #0. The remaining terms all contain at least one transition dipole or polarizability corresponding to an overtone or combination band, which makes them much smaller than if they contained only fundamentals.
The transition dipole moments and polarizabilities needed to evaluate Eq. (11) for the 12C1602 molecule have been collected in Table III . Assuming all matrix elements are positive, one obtains r"Kerr = -1.1 X 10-63 c 4 m 4 J-3 for CO 2 , This result is not very much larger than the terms which were ignored in writing Eq. 4 J-3 , The value of YKerr calculated above is unlikely to be in error by an amount as large as the difference between the calculated and measured values. Therefore, the next step is to review the published results of the dc Kerr experiment in an attempt to resolve the discrepancy.
The value of YKerr is obtained from the dc Kerr effect measurements of Buckingham et al., 21 as the zero intercept of a straight line fit to the first Kerr virial coefficient vs T -I. Nine measurements were made over the temperature range T = 252-337 K. Inspecting a graph of this data, one sees that the lowest temperature data point disagrees with the trend of the other eight points. Furthermore, excluding this single point from the fit reduces the standard deviation of the fit by nearly a factor of 3. The slopes of the lines fitted to either eight or nine points agree equally well with the slope .. (our error estimate is obtained by adding the statistical uncertainty of the fit and the systematic uncertainty of the total measured birefringence) . This revised experimental estimate of rKerr is in 'agreement with our estimate of rKerr + r"Kerr' so it would seem that the large and discrepant value of rKerr given in the literature is spurious, the result of a single bad data point. In fact rKerr for COz is only about 3% different from YKerr alone, due to the vibrational contribution 11cerr' There are also vibrational contributions to the linear polarizability ofCO z ,9,28 as may be seen in Fig. 3 where the polarizability dispersion ratio !:J..aco,l !:J..aN, has been plotted vs'? (filled circles, solid line). When a is dominated by high frequency electronic resonance contributions such a plot results in a monotonic increasing line, such as is the case for CH 4 • 29 However, in the case of COz this plot exhibits a pronounced minimum, indicating that in the red end of the visible the dispersion due to low frequency vibrational resonances becomes comparable to that due to high frequency electronic resonances. For CO 2 the vibrational contribution to the isotropic polarizability a may be calculated from the expression
